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FOUNDERS ADVANTAGE CAPITAL
Delivering unique and profitable investment
strategies for privately-owned enterprises
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In the exceedingly competitive
arena of global finance a Calgarybased public investment firm called
Founders Advantage Capital has
developed and introduced an
amazingly innovative and successful
method of acquiring equity positions
in privately-owned businesses. As
an investment issuer, the company
makes investments in equity, debt or
other securities to create long-term
value for shareholders and partner
entrepreneurs and it is transcending
the way enterprise deals are made
across North America.
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THE CANADIAN BUSINESS JOURNAL recently
spoke with FA Capital executives Stephen Reid,
President and CEO, and Harpreet Padda, Senior
Vice President & Co-Head, Investments, about
the tremendous success the company has
attained under the FA Capital banner with the
company having just recently celebrated its first
anniversary.
“Our method of investing was to find
companies where owners had left the businesses
in the hands of the management and the only
contributions the owners made was coming in
and taking away all the working capital so they
could live their exotic lifestyles,” begins Reid.
With many years of hands-on investment
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Stephen Reid, President and CEO

“Giving management the
working capital they need
and having more patience in
waiting for money and sharing
with management on a 50-50
basis has been our formula
for quite some time and has
worked extremely well.”

—Stephen Reid,

President & CEO, FA Capital
“That became the genesis for how we

It did not take long before Reid found there
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Its never too late to make your lights... work.
AMPLIFY

It's never too late to start your life's work.

whether you're a contractor or a designer of graphics/
Success wont come without failure so try, and try again.
Then make sure to challenge your comfort zone soon after you enjoy that win.

No matter what you do be the best at it

Why wait to tap into the thing that deep down you know that makes you feel great?
Why second guess your decision when really, you're the captain.
You may think that you're only the fraction but the whole is based solely on your action

Why wait to take a leap of faith?

I mean how much time do you have anyway?
Nothing is promised,
Heaven forbid you may not live to see 60 so why wait?

Its one goal, after the other stay invested (x2)
AMPLIFY

in fact its almost part of the method/
battle tested, scarred yet hardly rested/

I find comfort in understanding that theres light at the end of the tunnel/
you know doubt is expected/

the dream doesn't happen over night/
resistance is necessary to flight/
so every time that I struggle /

Im on the front line so sacrifice is required/

satisfaction, happiness from my client/
my confidence grows from every project that I triumph/
tax filing, every year I'm reminded/

revise, quality check and finalize em/

Late nights followed by early mornings/
I chase dreams way too much to start snoring/
gotta beat these, deadlines, so I strategize em/

AMPLIFY
you see its,

from hot to cold, high tide to dry cash flow/
I know the road can be lonely, but its mine (x2)

gut instinct, man Its got me almost wheezin /
because The forecast for success has many seasons/

My Skills developed from trials and ambition/
Hard work, unstoppable will and intuition/

My DNA laid out basic instructions just like a testament /
Hard-wiring me for success integral to early excellence/

But That's just scratching the surface/
Barely iterating my intention of how this lifestyle makes me far from nervous/

I've always had this feeling...
No task was too small it was all essential to my growth /

AMPLIFY
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Harpreet Padda, Senior Vice President &
Co-Head, Investments
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Each of Alberta’s over 440,000
entrepreneurs has a story.

Watch one of them at
atb.com/amplifybusiness

particular realm. Reid and his executive team at
is whether to sell their business or continue on.
to their advisor to say they love their customers

FA Capital then build a board of directors and
Rarely is it an easy cut-and-dried decision, espeand don’t want to see the company end up in the

invite those company executives onto the board,
cially when so much time and effort has been
wrong hands.

where the investment is controlled.
spent in developing it.
“Because we come from this type of invest-

ing, the advisor will recommend our company,”

bought and held a series of investments,”
themselves up for sale and then met who would

remarks Reid. “Giving management the working
likely be the suitors, which would typically either

capital they need and having more patience in
be their competitors or private equity, but time
company owner is told that a Canadian firm (FA

waiting for money and sharing with management
and time again the principal owners would
Capital) will buy 60% of his or her enterprise

on a 50-50 basis has been our formula for quite
change their minds. The people buying the busiallowing the entrepreneur to extricate inves-

some time and has worked extremely well.”
ness were either going to try and make it more
tors who may be putting the squeeze on to sell.

efficient as an industry buyer or they’ll load it up
Additionally, it’s an excellent way to gain liquidity.

says Reid.
During consultation with an advisor the

experience, Reid says the way to partner with
was a very large inbound of offerings of comwith debt, juice the numbers and then sell the
FA Capital won’t oversee the business and tell the

targeted companies is to allow its managepanies coming through North America’s most
company for exit returns,” says Reid.
owner and managers how to run the operation

ment team to continue to run the business
trusted advisors and accounting firms. The

because they are the industry experts within their
main conundrum for certain company owners
It’s not uncommon for owners to get cold
on a daily basis. Furthermore, there is the poten-

feet at the 11th hour and so they will often return
tial to put in additional funding for such things as
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KEY MILESTONES IN 2016
•

April 2016: Successfully completed $28.8 million subscription receipt offering

•

June 2016: Completed 1st acquisition – a 60% interest in Dominion Lending
Centres, Canada’s leading mortgage brokerage business

•

July 2016: Successfully completed $33.3 million equity financings

•

July 2016: Entered into an agreement for a new $22 million credit facility

•

October 2016: Invited to speak on panel discussions at reputable industry events
such as Axial Concord in New York

•

November 2016: Announced 2nd planned acquisition as we executed LOI to
acquire a 60% interest in Club16 Trevor Linden Fitness and She’s FIT! Health
Clubs, who are a leader in the value-priced fitness market in the Vancouver mar-

•

“Historically founder-run
businesses haven’t been aware
of what options are out there.
The model that Stephen
spearheaded has been to
address that kind of void in
the market. We are looking to
revolutionize the approach and
concept of partnerships and
how to invest.”

the challenges that come with it and electronics and brand technology makes a big difference
how you can communicate.”
“Historically founder-run businesses haven’t
been aware of what options are out there,” adds
Padda. “The model that Stephen spearheaded
has been to address that kind of void in the market. We are looking to revolutionize the approach
and concept of partnerships and how to invest.”
Reid, Padda and the entire professionallytrained team at FA Capital have listened to

– Harpreet Padda, Senior VP & Co-Head,
Investments, FA Capital

what entrepreneurs are thinking and feeling
in the marketplace and they are now vigor-

ket with over 78,000 memberships

ously sending out the message that there are

November 2016: Announced dividend policy of $0.05 per common share, pay-

in fact excellent alternative options beyond

able quarterly

“We are a methodology for a family business,

“Everything going forward,
instead of us getting 60%,
which was the investment,
we will give the owner
60% and we will take 40%,
swapping positions, providing
meaningful disproportionate
share of the upside
contractually forever, with no
strings attached.”
—Stephen Reid
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the traditional methodologies they’ve become

for an entrepreneur or founder-owned business,

accustomed to throughout their business

to be able to do a meaningful monetization and

careers. The options are not limited to having to

take advantage of the historical high multiples

either sell a business and be completely done

that businesses trade at, and yet completely

with it or getting no monetization and having to

acquisitions. FA Capital forms a board of direc-

keep their company in tact with no managerial

bear 100% of the risk.

tors and the owner is part of that board, which is

or staffing changes necessary. No leverages are

where all the investment is ultimately controlled.

added to the company. It’s a permanent, passive,

that you can provide your family with financial

long-term smart partnership,” notes Reid.

security for the rest of your life, but at the same

“Everything going forward, instead of us get-

“We will give you enough monetization so

ting 60%, which was the investment, we will give

time you still continue operating your business.

the owner 60% and we will take 40%, swapping

We’re here for support and not to look over your

share of the upside contractually forever, with no

Evolution of Business
Investing

strings attached,” explains Reid.

Fifteen years ago about 95% of owners in these

positions, providing meaningful disproportionate

Not surprisingly, dozens of companies have

shoulder as a Big Brother and dictate how you
run your business,” says Reid.
Founders Advantage Capital is still very much

types of situations sold their companies, whereas

in the formative stages of communicating and

said it’s the best deal they’ve ever had presented

today it’s much closer to a 50-50 split. Reid says

marketing its exciting new model to the world

to them and jump at the opportunity. It’s a mon-

there are several reasons for that noticeable shift

but is already living through the early stages of

etization partnership with Best in Class private

in trends. “First of all 60 is the new 50; people

having a significant amount of inbound interest

companies.

love the engagement of being in business and

come through the door.
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“Everywhere we go, when someone hears
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FA Capital understands that private equity

about our model and approach it always puts

has a fundamental responsibility to provide the

a lightbulb on in their head that ours is a bold

biggest and fastest return possible. But that is

type of approach that nobody else is doing. This

most often a bad partnership for people who are

model would appeal universally,” says Padda.

sensitive to the reputation of what they do for

The primary targeted investment equity

a living – and that’s exactly the type of business

range tends to run between $20 million and

that FA Capital looks to partner with; successful

$200 million because that is where the vast

people who care.

majority of companies’ financial statements sit

“We think that there is a right way to do busi-

before considering a selloff to a large consoli-

ness and that includes the concepts of fairness,

dator. However, Reid points out there are also a

honesty and transparency. You can do that when

plethora of smaller companies with a valuation

your partners are all aligned on the same page

of $5 million – and less – that also can be per-

and still obtain attractive economic returns,”

fect for this type of business model. Much of the

states Padda.

consideration depends on where the investment

All partnerships with FA Capital are with pri-

banking community and accounting firms view

vately-owned entities and in fact most tend to be

the company.

founder-owned. Reid and his team will typically

“For every 100 businesses with EBITDAs

make one investment for about every 40 poten-

(Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and

tial investments that are put in front of them for

Amortization) between $5 million and $25, there

assessment. If they are interested in proceeding

will be only 15 EBITDAs between $25 million and

FA Capital will integrate into workplace envi-

$100 million and about five that are north of that.

ronment to gain a feel for the company being

It’s the smaller businesses that drive the whole

assessed and how it is operated.

economy,” says Reid.
The remarkably unique model created by FA

“We don’t look at ‘A-minus’ or ‘B’ companies.
We look at ‘A’ companies only. After that, what

Capital seems to be gaining the most traction in

makes an ‘A’ company good or bad for us is mostly

businesses where people have to constantly per-

about the culture and the people,” Reid says.

form at a high level. The three main categories

Founders Advantage Capital deals with

that have been identified to date are health-

about 1,000 investment bankers who can offer

care services, franchises and business services.

sound advice rather than those who just want

“Healthcare because the people who run those

to make the sale as fast as possible. When those

businesses often went to school for a long time

investment bankers reach out to FA Capital

for a reason; they are caregivers first and busi-

they provide detailed information about a com-

nesspeople second,” explains Reid.

pany that is in the midst of exploring its various
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“You either want a fast buck or
a long buck – and Founders is
definitely the latter.”
– Stephen Reid

options. A basic rule of thumb is that if their
competition hates them, but their employees
love them and the customers continue to support them, it’s the type of partnership Reid will
almost assuredly want to further pursue.
“In many ways it’s just good old-fashioned
business basics,” he says.
A marquee portfolio company Reid and
his associates provided assistance to and partnered with is Dominion Lending Centres, whose
top four employees have been with them during the entire 10 years of growing the business.
Dominion Lending Centres started from one
franchise location and blossomed to 650 locations in that first decade.
“The Canadian Franchise Association says
if 95% of a company’s franchisees are in the
black then the enterprise is considered to
be healthy. Dominion Lending Centres is at
99.9%,” reveals Reid.
As part of the initial agreement, FA Capital
acquired 60% of Dominion Lending Centres, but
the same management team continues to run
the business on a day-to-day basis.
“Everything moving forward, they will take
70% and we’ll take 30%. It’s a win-win for both,”
says Reid.
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The Founders Advantage
One key differentiator between FA Capital and
other investment firms is that they truly take the
time to listen. Oftentimes that quite simply is not
the case with investment companies who have
a predetermined criteria and a financial strategy
that they force upon business owners to suit
their own bottom-line agenda.
“We live in a world in Canada where we are
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“When you come from the
approach of fairness and
honesty and you can prove
there are solutions for
founder-owned businesses,
it’s a methodology that will
yield strong partnerships and
attractive economic returns for
everyone.”

a dividend payer. We are a publicly-traded stock

– Harpreet Padda

and people expect the stock to go up meaningfully every year to pay a dividend of 5% to 6%,
which is competitive with other dividend payers.
The reality is because that’s what our sharehold-

way to do business.’ When you come from the

ers want, it means we have the lowest cost to

approach of fairness and honesty and you can

capital or we need less return than a Canadian

prove there are solutions for founder-owned

private equity firm,” explains Reid.

businesses, it’s a methodology that will yield

Lowering expectations for return by thinking

strong partnerships and attractive economic

long-term can make more money. It’s a risk-

returns for everyone,” concludes Padda. “Our

reward ratio. As Reid puts it “You either want a

model is very unique. Because of the structure

fast buck or a long buck – and Founders is defi-

we are a highly attractive solution.” CBJ

nitely the latter.”
Traditional methods do of course work for
those who want to sell, but for owners who are
genuinely looking to keep their business, and
who still hold a deep passion to continue operations, FA Capital provides an optimal solution for
a long-term investment style. Honesty, fairness
and creative thinking are vital components to
success. A tunnel-vision approach and thinking solely about numbers in isolation quite often
leads to a narrow and myopic point of view.
“We want to be industry leaders where
people are able to say ‘wow there is a different

www.advantagecapital.ca
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